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Abstract. In recent decades, information retrieval research has slowly
expanded its focus to address the wealth of complex search requests
present in our work and leisure environments. A better understanding
of such complex needs could aid in the design of more eﬀective, domainspeciﬁc search engines. In this paper we take a ﬁrst step towards such
domain-speciﬁc understanding. We present an analysis of a random sample of 1000+ complex book and movie search requests posted in the
LibraryThing and Internet Movie Database forums. A coding scheme
was developed that captures the 29 diﬀerent relevance aspects expressed
in these requests. We ﬁnd that while the identiﬁed relevance aspects are
remarkably similar for complex book and movie requests, their relative
occurrence does vary considerably from domain to domain.
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1

Introduction

The increasing popularity and presence of computers, smartphones and tablets
in our daily lives have a correspondingly strong inﬂuence on our information
seeking behavior. With their use no longer conﬁned to the work environment
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only, searching for leisure has become a major part of the way we use web search
engines [19,28]. As a result, the past decade has seen a steady increase in the
amount of research dedicated to diﬀerent aspects of everyday-life information
seeking behavior. Savolainen [26], for example, proposed a typology of diﬀerent
types of leisure searchers, while McKenzie [16] introduced a general model of the
entire everyday-life information seeking process.
The question of what people search for and what aspects of the desired
resources they mention in their requests remains vague in many domains, however, even though this information is crucial for building successful search and
discovery systems. For instance, despite the popularity of movie discovery services such as Netﬂix, our understanding of how people search for and discover,
which movies to watch next, is still underdeveloped. Moreover, we lack a good
understanding of how relevance aspects across diﬀerent domains compare to
each other. In this paper, we take a ﬁrst step towards answering these questions and addressing this research gap by comparing two domains: books and
movies. We focus on requests that elaborate a searcher’s information need more
than simple web search queries do, in order to elicit more details about their
relevance aspects. Discussion forums are places where we can expect to ﬁnd
people expressing such complex requests. Considering this context, our study is
not only related to everyday-life information seeking, but is also part of a growing research community in information retrieval that focuses on complex search
tasks [4]. We collected over 120,000 discussion threads from the LibraryThing
and IMDB discussion forums and annotated a random sample of 503 book and
538 movie search requests expressed in these threads. We developed a coding
scheme for the relevance aspects expressed in these requests and present here
an analysis of the results for both domains. Finally, we compare the relevance
aspects and the relative distributions of the categories in both domains.
We ﬁnd that requests in forum posts reveal several relevance aspects related
to content and user experience that are rarely considered in system design, but
could be addressed using appropriate search functionalities and data sources—
e.g., book text, movie subtitles, and user reviews. In this sense, our analysis
provides pointers for future system development.

2

Related Work

Query intent, query categorization and relevance aspects. Researchers have previously studied the content of and intent behind queries in order to improve
the performance and relevance decisions of search engines. Although relevance
is a fundamental concept in information science, very diﬀerent viewpoints and
characteristics evolved over the years. In this study, we use the broader phrase
‘relevance aspect’ to encompass subject and cognitive relevance expressions in
search requests [24]. For web search, query intent analysis has long focused on
the three goals (informational, navigational and transactional) ﬁrst identiﬁed
by Broder’s [6] now classic study. Automatic query classiﬁcation algorithms are
commonly based on these goals [29]. Other studies have broadened the spectrum
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of relevance aspects by further specifying the intents [22] or analyzing the content of the query [11]. Studies on academic search engines have adopted Broder’s
goals to make results comparable [12,15]. They found that searchers generated a
lot more informational requests in academic contexts in contrast to web search.
This demonstrates that while almost all search environments are now web-based,
the domain of inquiry aﬀects the relevance aspects. In everyday-life information
seeking, television [8] and music [10,14] are domains where relevance aspects
have also been studied.
Relevance aspects in book search. In comparison to other information seeking
domains, book search has been studied more extensively. Some studies focus
on book selection [18,21,23,27] rather than on book searching. Other studies
focus on search strategies in physical bookshops [7] or libraries [17,20] rather
than online. Despite the diﬀerences, some of the identiﬁed relevance aspects are
similar to this study.
Our categorization scheme is based on and adapted from relevance aspects
in previous studies in the domain of books [13,21,23], but with the aim to cover
multiple, related domains. The eight relevance aspects identiﬁed by Koolen et al.
[13] were elicited from LibraryThing book requests, just as in our study. There is
strong overlap with the coding scheme for books by Mikkonen and Vakkari [18],
which is based on selections from library catalogs, using four simulated search
tasks. Similarly, there is an overlap with the classiﬁcation scheme reﬂecting users’
multifaceted reading goals developed by Pejtersen [20], based on user-librarian
conversations. We base our coding scheme on naturally occurring search requests
in forums to avoid the constraints introduced by existing systems and simulated
tasks. This resulted in additional aspects compared to Mikkonen and Vakkari
[18], as well as diﬀerent choices in grouping aspects. Our coding scheme also led
to a category for search task type.
Relevance aspects in movie search. Movie information needs have not been given
the same level of attention as books. In media studies and psychology, the relationship between watchers and movie choices has been studied, for example, the
role of age or gender in movie genre selection [3]. For movie selection, Austin
[1,2] found that high school students choose movies ﬁrst based on plot, followed
by the actors and then based on friend recommendations. A ﬁrst categorization
of complex requests was performed by Bogers [5], who annotated 400 IMDB
forum threads into eight broad relevance categories with 30 sub-level categories.
Bogers’ study and categorization scheme served as a motivation and background
for our analysis of movie requests here.

3

Methodology

In order to conduct a comparative analysis of the aspects that make books and
movies relevant to searchers, we collected a representative sample of book and
movie search requests. We ﬁrst describe the data collection process, then the
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development of our coding scheme for relevance aspects in the book and movie
domains.
3.1

Data Collection

Books. We collected examples of book requests from the online discussion
forums on LibraryThing (LT), one of the major social cataloging websites1 .
Currently, there are over 196,000 threads in the LT forums2 , many of which
are dedicated to book clubs and reading challenges. The starting point of the
data collection process was a 2012 crawl of the ﬁrst 131,000 LT forum threads
posted up to that point. All threads without any empty or hidden ﬁrst posts
were converted to XML, resulting in 115,858 XML threads. As part of the work
by Koolen et al. [13], a focused sample of 1,461 threads were manually classiﬁed
as book search requests, after having been pre-ﬁltered using a simple regularexpression-based classiﬁer, which removed all posts not containing one or more
‘trigger’ expressions, such as ‘suggest’, ‘looking for’ and ‘which books’. For the
purpose of our analysis, we only extracted the 1,461 ﬁrst posts in each thread
that contain the original requester’s book search request3 .
Movies. In order to collect examples of movie requests, the Internet Movie
DataBase (IMDB) message boards were chosen. IMDB shut down its message
boards on February 20, 2017, so it was not possible to get an exact overview
of its size at the time of writing, but in 2015 they contained over 1.19 million
threads [5]. Discussion on the IMDB message boards covered a wide variety
of topics, but for the work described in this paper, we restricted ourselves to
threads where users were most likely to describe their movie-related information needs. Threads that covered movie news, reviews, or discussion of speciﬁc
movies, actors, director or other aspects were not considered. We restricted ourselves to two message boards in particular: (1) “I need to know” (INTK), which
typically (but not exclusively) contained known-item requests, where user are
interested in re-ﬁnding a speciﬁc movie already known to them with the purpose of determining the title, using descriptions of the plot or other aspects of
the movie; and (2) “Lists & recommendations” (L&R), which contained explicit
requests for movie recommendations or lists of similar movies with a particular
theme.
We combined two diﬀerent non-overlapping crawls of all threads posted to
these two message boards, one originally documented by Bogers [5] and conducted in June 2014, and the second conducted between February 15–17, 2017.
The combination of these crawls resulted in 6,320 INTK threads and 634 L&R
threads for a total of 6,954 threads. Although the exact proportion of knownitem threads in the INTK message board is hard to determine without coding
them, the majority consists of known-item threads, which suggests a strong skew
1
2
3

http://www.librarything.com/, last visited December 5, 2017.
According to http://www.librarything.com/zeitgeist, last visited December 5, 2017.
Available at http://toinebogers.com/?page id=779.
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in the distribution of information need types already before coding. Again, all
threads without any empty or hidden ﬁrst posts were converted to XML, resulting in 6,879 XML threads4 . For the purpose of this paper, we only extracted
the 6,879 ﬁrst posts in each thread that contained the original requester’s movie
search request. In contrast to the book requests, these movie requests were not
pre-annotated as requests or non-requests, resulting in a mix of both types.
3.2

Coding

Development of initial coding schemes. The ﬁrst phase in analyzing the
relevance aspects was the development of initial coding schemes for both domains
separately. These initial coding schemes were based on an open coding approach.
All ﬁve authors acted as annotators and developed their own individual coding
on the same development set of book and movie posts. The size of this initial
development set had to be large enough to ensure that even infrequent relevance aspects had a decent chance of occurring in that set. Based on the coding
frequencies from an earlier book coding scheme [13], we set the size of the development set at 50 posts, as the least frequent coding category occurred once every
27 posts on average. For movies, we set the size of the development set to 75
posts to take into account that two-thirds of all threads from the INTK and
L&R messages boards were movie search requests according to Bogers [5]. For
each thread in the development and ﬁnal coding sets, annotators were shown
the title and full text of the initial post as well as the group it was posted in.
Calibration of the final coding scheme. The development phase resulted in
10 diﬀerent initial coding schemes, ﬁve for each domain. In total, initial coding
resulted in 89 diﬀerent relevance categories for books and 82 for movies. To
arrive at a single coding scheme for each domain, we used card sorting to split,
merge, and label the initial categories into a smaller set of unique categories, one
for each domain. All grouping or merging decisions where made on the premise
to inform information systems that support heterogeneous real-life user requests
with diﬀerent strategies.
After this initial phase, we grouped related categories into top-level aspects.
Next, the individual coding schemes were sent around for discussion by all ﬁve
authors until agreement was reached about the aspects and their labels. The
book coding scheme was calibrate before the movie coding scheme, which meant
that the latter was inﬂuenced by our experiences with the former.
In our ﬁnal discussion round, we attempted to identify similar aspects in both
domains and unify the names and descriptions of these aspects so that a uniﬁed
coding scheme for books and movies could be developed, although some aspects
only occur for one domain. Textual descriptions of the diﬀerent aspects were
then added for each aspect along with prototypical examples of each aspect to
aid in the ﬁnal annotation process. None of these aspects are mutually exclusive.
4

Available at http://toinebogers.com/?page id=779.
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Actual coding process. After calibrating our coding scheme for both domains,
each annotator was tasked with annotating 120 book requests and 120 movie
requests and provided with a random selection of posts. Posts from the development sets were not re-used for the ﬁnal annotation. Because not every post
was a search request—especially for the movie threads, which had not been preﬁltered—annotators kept annotating until they reached 120 true requests. In
practice, this meant between 123–126 book and between 181–218 movie posts
were annotated in total. After the ﬁrst round of ﬁnal coding, all annotators
discussed their experiences. This led to the addition of a Dialogue aspect to
the coding scheme as well as clearing up any possible confusion about speciﬁc
aspects, after which every annotator revisited their 120 requests to harmonize
their annotations. Coding agreement is reported in Sect. 4.3.

4

Book and Movie Requests

The ﬁnal coding scheme (see Fig. 1) includes four top-level categories—
Content, Metadata, Context, and Experience—and an other category, which was
used to annotate aspects not already covered. The four main categories are
further divided into sub-categories. While there is a great deal of overlap, each
domain does have unique aspects. For each request, the type of Information Need
was categorized as Discovery, Known-item, Sequence & Series or Similarity. None of
the categories are mutually exclusive; requests could be assigned to more than
one category and information need, although at least one information need had
to be assigned to each request.
4.1

Books

In total, 503 unique posts were annotated for the book domain. The majority
of requests are long and complex, containing inquiries related to more than one
category. For example, the following post includes details about the topic, author
background, recency as well as the perspectives used: “Can someone suggest a
book [on Climate change] that’s relatively up to date and ‘fair to both camps’ ? ...
One, preferably by an actual, reputable scientist, not someone pretending to be
a scientist (not making any claims; I can only imagine)? And I would consider
myself a fairly dumb layman.” (ID 73244). Requesters mostly asked for Metadata
aspects (80.5%), followed by Content (77.9%), mainly including topical and plot
information, and Experience (23.1%) or Context (17.1%) aspects. More than half of
the threads were discovery-type requests (53.5%), where the searcher is not aware
of any books that match the speciﬁed relevance criteria. Similarity-type requests
were the second-most frequent information need at 39%. Also, requesters often
remember when they read a book: “I read it in the 1960’s but it may have been
published much earlier.” (ID 36142). Although this information might not be
consistent with the publication date, we still decided to classify these requests
with the Release date aspect, since it might help provide the system with an
approximate time frame. In known-item requests (where the purpose is to re-ﬁnd
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Fig. 1. The coding scheme derived for the book and movie domains. The two right-most
columns show, which aspects apply to which domain(s).
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a book), traditional metadata elements such as title or author are often forgotten,
yet design elements are present: “Can’t remember anything about the author or
title, and while I can’t quite remember I’m pretty sure it was a chapter book,
softcover, with a kind of creepy cover illustration.” (ID 72482). Requests like
these resulted in adding a Design sub-category for both domains covering these
expressions. This relevance aspect is typically not included in traditional book
metadata, but could be extracted from cover images by future search systems.
We note that our coding scheme covers most of the book appeal elements (pace,
storyline, frame and tone) of Saricks [25, Chap. 3], which are based on reference
interviews in libraries. We did not encounter explicit mentions of pace, although
qualiﬁcations such as ‘pageturner’ can be interpreted as indirectly referring to
pace.
4.2

Movies

In total, 538 posts were annotated for the movie domain. Requesters most frequently asked for Content (95.4%) and Metadata (76.6%) aspects. The other
categories played only minor roles (Experience 4.1% and Context 1.9%). A clear
dominance of Known-item type requests (86.4%) was observed. Often, requesters
remembered plot elements up to speciﬁc dialogue or sentences: “I can only
remember: (1) Someone ends up mutilated in a bathtub. (1) The villain was an old
Italian mafioso complete with hat and suit. One line he said has stuck with me:
“What the sh-t is this?” That’s all I remember”. (ID 225359993). As the example
shows, plot elements are often complemented with a description of characters.
Within the Metadata category, 53.2% of all requests reported a Release date, varying from very speciﬁc dates—“I saw an animated Japanese movie in the summer
of 1984” (ID 227693731)—to more vague descriptions, such as “I saw a movie
or TV show at least 15 or 20 years ago” (ID 228781692).
Some requests expressed movie-speciﬁc relevance aspects. For example, posts
sometimes mentioned aspects belonging to Properties, such as a particular format (black & white), a speciﬁc type of end credits, movie budget, etc. Another
example are movie requests that address the Soundtrack or sound design of one
or more movies.
4.3

Inter-annotator Agreement

In order to calculate inter-annotator agreement, we arranged for an overlap of
25 posts between successive annotators. Finally, inter-annotator agreement was
calculated over a total of 100 overlapping posts. We calculated Fleiss’ kappa,
because agreement was calculated between diﬀerent pairs of annotators [9]5 .
In the book domain, agreement on whether a post contains a search request is
κ = 0.65, for movies it is κ = 0.83. The lower agreement for books is probably due
to the fact that they were pre-ﬁltered, creating a stronger skew between requests
5

Agreement scores for all aspects available from
page id=779.

http://toinebogers.com/?
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and non-requests. With 94 agreed requests and three agreed non-requests, the
three disagreements have a large impact on overall agreement. The eight disagreements in the 100 movie posts have a much smaller impact, because the
numbers of requests and non-requests are more balanced.
For the relevance aspects, we computed agreement based only on the posts
that both annotators labeled as requests. In general, the top-level aspects show
substantial agreement (κ > 0.6) apart from Metadata in the book domain (κ =
0.32) and Experience and Context (both have κ = −0.03) in the movie domain.
The latter two rarely occur—respectively in 5% and 7% of the requests at least
one annotator considers these aspects to be present—so more double annotations
are needed to reliably determine agreement.
For the sub-aspects, agreement is substantial (0.6 ≤ κ < 0.8) or strong (κ ≥
0.8) for several of the Content and Metadata sub-aspects, such as Plot, Dialogue and
Publication date or Release date. Agreement on the type of information need is even
higher: it ranges from κ = 0.64 for Sequence & Series to κ = 0.91 for Known-item
in the book domain, and between κ = 0.78 (Discovery) to κ = 0.82 (Known-item
and Similarity) in the movie domain. Many other sub-aspects in these top-levels
have moderate agreement (κ > 0.4). Experience sub-aspects are rare and have
no or slight agreement (−0.2 ≤ κ < 0.2), except Impact and Perspective in the
book domain (κ > 0.6). Across the two domains, 12 sub-aspects have below
moderate agreement (κ < 0.4), most of which occur in less than 5% of requests),
15 have moderate agreement (0.4 ≤ κ < 0.6), 11 have substantial agreement
(0.6 ≤ κ < 0.8) and 10 have strong agreement (κ > 0.8), and 4 sub-aspects do
not occur at all. In general, our annotations are reliable for high-level aspects
and speciﬁc aspects that are very concrete (plot, dialogue, publication date), but
reliability drops with increasingly speciﬁc and aﬀective aspects.

5

Comparison

Our results indicate that for both domains, relevance aspects are very often
Content- or Metadata-related. Book requests include the Metadata aspect more
often (80.5%) than movie requests (76.6%), while movie requests mention the
Content more often (in 95.4% of all annotated requests) than book requests
(77.9%) (see Fig. 2). More signiﬁcant diﬀerences occur for the Experience (in
23% of the book and only 4% of the movie requests) and the Context aspects
(in 17.1% of the book and only 1.9% of the movie requests). Such diﬀerences
are also observable for the sub-categories. For example, twice as many movie
requests include Character information (47% vs. 20%) and almost three times as
many requests are for Plot elements compared to the book posts (85% vs. 31%).
For book requests, Topic is much more common (43%) than for movie requests
(8%).
A striking diﬀerence that might have inﬂuenced our results is the high proportion of Known-item information needs for movies (86.3%) in comparison to
Discovery- (53.5%) and Similarity-related (39.0%) book inquiries (see Fig. 3). This
was undoubtedly inﬂuenced by known-item requests being more common in the
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IMDB message boards, although this could very well be a reﬂection of movie
information needs in general.
The next analysis step would be to compare relevance aspects per information need type. For example, comparing Discovery and Known-item book requests,
a remarkable diﬀerence between the occurrence of Experience aspects (33.5% in
comparison to 6.4%) is observable. The same is true for movie requests. For
Known-item book and movie requests, the Content aspect (99.4% and 92.7%
respectively) is frequently included because of Plot descriptions (81.4% and
92.7%). In contrast, for Discovery book and movie requests, Topic is the most
prevalent aspect. Characteristic for Known-item requests in both domains are
Publication Date (74.4%) for books and Release Date (58.7%) for movies compared
to Discovery requests, where these aspects occur with less than 4%. These preliminary ﬁndings of information need characteristics suggest considerable variations
in relevance aspects.

Fig. 2. Occurrence of the top-level
aspects in both domains.

6

Fig. 3. Occurrence of the information
need aspects in both domains.

Discussion and Conclusions

Through an analysis of 1041 complex search requests from online discussion
forums, we have presented an overview of the diﬀerent relevance aspects that are
prevalent in such requests, but currently not well-supported by search systems.
System design for Known-item requests typically considers cases where the user
knows important metadata aspects such as title and author, but the forum posts
show a diﬀerent type of Known-item request that require diﬀerent data sources,
such as plot description, movie scripts and book covers to satisfy them. As future
work, we would also like to expand our analysis to other domains such as music
and game requests. In addition, we would like to evaluate the proposed coding
frameworks using content from diﬀerent forums. This would allow for further
validation of our coding framework, especially by focusing on evaluating highly
speciﬁc sub-categories and aﬀective aspects related to requester’s experience
where inter-annotator agreement in this study is challenged.
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